
Edited by Peter Washington Everyman Library
Pocket Poets Series: A Journey Through
Literary History
In a world saturated with noise and distractions, poetry offers a sanctuary
for the soul. It transports us to realms of imagination, evokes profound
emotions, and challenges our perspectives. The Everyman Library Pocket
Poets Series, edited by the renowned scholar Peter Washington, presents
a remarkable collection of poetic treasures, spanning centuries and literary
movements.

A Journey Through Time

The series opens a window to the Elizabethan era, where the sonnets of
William Shakespeare and the lyrics of John Donne explore the complexities
of love, loss, and mortality. It then embarks on a chronological journey,
showcasing the Romantic effusions of William Wordsworth and Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, the Victorian musings of Alfred, Lord Tennyson and
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and the modern masterpieces of T.S. Eliot and
W.H. Auden.
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Item Weight : 12.6 ounces
Dimensions : 5 x 0.63 x 8 inches

Each volume in the series is a testament to the enduring power of poetry.
The selections, meticulously curated by Peter Washington, represent the
pinnacle of poetic expression, capturing the essence of each era and
illuminating the human experience in all its facets.

The Editor's Vision

Peter Washington, a distinguished Professor of English at the University of
Cambridge, brings his unparalleled expertise and passion for poetry to the
Everyman Library Pocket Poets Series. His insightful s provide historical
context and literary analysis, guiding readers through the complexities of
poetic forms and themes.

Washington's editorial vision extends beyond mere curation. He seeks to
foster a deeper understanding of poetry's role in society, its ability to shape
our thoughts, emotions, and experiences. Through his s, he invites readers
to engage with the poems on a personal level, to discover their own
resonances and interpretations.

A Diverse Treasury

The Everyman Library Pocket Poets Series encompasses a remarkable
range of poetic voices, from the canonical giants to lesser-known gems. It
celebrates the diversity of human experience, giving voice to perspectives
from different cultures, backgrounds, and time periods.
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Alongside the works of established masters, the series introduces readers
to emerging voices and hidden treasures. It highlights the contributions of
women poets, often marginalized in literary history, and showcases the
vibrant diversity of contemporary poetry.

A Legacy of Literary Excellence

For over a century, the Everyman Library has been synonymous with
literary excellence. The Pocket Poets Series, edited by Peter Washington,
continues this tradition, preserving and celebrating the enduring power of
poetry.

Each volume in the series is a work of art in itself, beautifully designed and
printed on high-quality paper. The compact size makes these books perfect
for carrying in a pocket or backpack, allowing readers to immerse
themselves in poetry wherever they go.

The Everyman Library Pocket Poets Series, masterfully edited by Peter
Washington, is an invaluable resource for any lover of poetry. It offers a
comprehensive journey through the annals of literary history, showcasing
the brilliance and diversity of poetic expression. With its insightful s, diverse
selection, and commitment to literary excellence, the series invites readers
to discover the transformative power of poetry and to embark on a lifelong
exploration of the human condition.
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Sheppard Lee Written By Himself: A Journey of
Self-Discovery and Transformation
In the realm of literature, few works delve as deeply into the intricacies of
human identity as George MacDonald's seminal novel, Sheppard Lee
Written...

Viper Naga Brides: Unveiling the Enthralling
Fantasy World Created by Naomi Lucas
In the realm of fantasy literature, Naomi Lucas has emerged as a master
storyteller, weaving intricate tales that captivate readers with their
depth,...
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